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The real-space transfer effect in a SiO2 / AlGaN / GaN metal-oxide-semiconductor heterostructure
共MOSH兲 from the two-dimensional 共2D兲 electron gas at the heterointerface to the
oxide-semiconductor interface has been demonstrated and explained. The effect occurs at high
positive gate bias and manifests itself as an additional step in the capacitance-voltage 共C-V兲
characteristic. The real-space transfer effect limits the achievable maximum 2D electron gas density
in the device channel. We show that in MOSH structures the maximum electron gas density exceeds
up to two times that at the equilibrium 共zero bias兲 condition. Correspondingly, a significant increase
in the maximum channel current 共up to two times compared to conventional Schottky-gate
structures兲 can be achieved. The real-space charge transfer effect in MOSH structures also opens up
a way to design novel devices such as variable capacitors, multistate switches, memory cells, etc.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2001745兴
Nitride-based field effect transistors using metaloxide-semiconductor-heterojunction 共MOSH兲 structures
共MOSHFETs兲 over AlGaN / GaN or AlGaN / InGaN / GaN
heterojunctions1–5 demonstrated a superior performance
compared to regular Schottky-gate devices due to the unique
properties of the insulated gate design. Their advantages include extremely low gate currents, large gate voltage swings,
high maximum channel saturation currents, and higher and
much more stable rf powers. One of the key features of
MOSHFETs that distinguishes them from Schottky-based
heterostructure field effect transistors 共HFETs兲 is their ability
to operate at high positive gate biases. The channel current of
MOSHFETs keeps increasing with the gate bias far beyond
the voltage at which the gate current in conventional HFETs
increases sharply.4 As a result, the MOSHFET channel current may significantly 共up to two times兲 exceed that of a
conventional HFET. As the gate bias goes more positive, the
channel current of MOSHFET saturates, although the gate
leakage current remains negligibly low. The mechanism limiting the channel current and physical processes under the
gate of MOSH structures has not been analyzed in detail. In
this letter, we present the study of the charge accumulation in
the SiO2 / AlGaN / GaN MOSH structures at high positive biases. Our experimental data and simulation results show that
when the forward bias exceeds a certain critical value, the
real-space electron transfer from the two-dimensional 共2D兲
channel to the SiO2-AlGaN barrier interface takes place.
This effect limits the maximum electron concentration in the
2D channel to approximately 1.8⫻ 1013 cm−2, which is significantly higher than what can be achieved for undoped
Schottky-based HFETs. The mobility-concentration dependencies extracted from our experimental data show that the
a兲
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2D electron mobility remains high even beyond the onset of
the real-space transfer. The simulations show that at high
enough gate bias, the real-space transfer effects may result in
very high densities of the transferred electrons and in a significant additional capacitance modulation. This opens up a
way to design novel devices based on the real-space transfer
in MOSH structures, such as variable capacitors 关similar to
those demonstrated previously on Si 共Ref. 6兲 and SiC 共Ref.
7兲兴, switches,8–10 and memory cells.
The nitride-based MOSH structure 共see inset in Fig. 2兲
consists of a thin dielectric layer deposited over
AlGaN / GaN heterojunction and capped with a metal electrode 共the gate兲. The experimental MOSH structures for this
study were fabricated over nominally undoped AlGaN / GaN
heterojunctions, grown on sapphire substrates similar to that
reported in 共Ref. 5兲. The sheet resistance measured using
on-wafer rf mapping system, was RSH ⬇ 340 ⍀. The Ni/ Au
gate electrode size was 20⫻ 200 m2. The dielectric layer
was obtained by depositing an ⬃120 Å layer of SiO2 using
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 共PECVD兲 system. Using two adjacent Ti/ Al/ Ti/ Au source and drain
ohmic contacts, the MOSH structure was characterized as a
“fat” 共very long gate兲 MOSHFET. The sheet electron concentration in the 2D gas channel at zero gate bias was NS
⬇ 1013 cm−2.
The capacitance-voltage 共C-V兲 characteristic of the
MOSHFET measured at 1 MHz is shown in Fig. 1. We also
show in the figure the C-V characteristic of Schottky-based
metal-semiconductor 共MS兲 structure fabricated using the
same processes except masking the source-drain area during
the dielectric deposition. Since at zero gate bias both the
extracted 2D gas concentration and the drain saturation current are the same for MOSH and MS structures, the threshold
voltage of the MOSH structure, i.e., the voltage applied to
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FIG. 1. C-V characteristics and sheet electron concentration of a 20
⫻ 200 m2 SiO2 / AlGaN / GaN MOSH structure. Solid lines: MOSH structure; dashed lines: Schottky-gate heterostructure. The squares represent the
electron concentration simulation. The amplitude for the C-V measurements
is 10 mV. The C-V characteristics are frequency independent in the range of
10 kHz to 1 MHz. ⌬NS shows the sheet concentration at the SiO2 / AlGaN
interface.

the gate to fully deplete the surface charge QS of the 2D gas
layer is related to that of Schottky gate as follows:5
QS = qNS = CMOSH ⫻ VTMOSH = CMS ⫻ VTMS .

共1兲

Here NS is the electron sheet density in the 2D gas channel, CMOSH and CMS are the capacitances of the MOSH and
Schottky gate structures, and VTMOSH and VTMS are the corresponding threshold voltages. According to 共1兲, the threshold voltages of MOSH and heterojunction structures must
scale inversely proportional to their capacitances. For
the MOSH structure shown in the inset of Fig. 1,
VTMOSH / VTMS ⬇ CMS / CMOSH ⬇ 2.
When the gate bias is below the threshold, the 2D electron density is nearly zero and the capacitance of the MOSH
structure is very low, corresponding to that of a planar capacitor formed by the gate electrode and the 2D gas layer
outside the gate 共see Fig. 2兲. As the gate bias increases well
above the threshold voltage, the electrons under the gate
form a highly conductive layer and the capacitance quickly
reaches the value

semiconductor interface further increases the gate capacitance as seen from the C-V plot of Fig. 1.
The effect of real-space charge transfer can be clearly
understood from the band diagrams of MOSH structure
shown in the Fig. 2. The band diagram for the MOSH structure with a 120-Å thick SiO2 layer and a 250-Å thick
Al0.25Ga0.75N barrier layer was simulated with onedimensional 共1D兲 Poisson solver by G. Snider.11 Piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization was accounted for by introducing interface charges according to Ref. 12. We have
found that the polarization charges at the SiO2 / AlGaN need
to be partially 共about 50%兲 compensated by the dielectric
surface charges in order for the simulations to fit the experimental C-V and I-V data.
For the MOSH structure under consideration, the onset
of real-space charge transfer corresponds to a positive gate
bias of around +5 V, when the conduction band edge at the
SiO2 / AlGaN interface crosses the Fermi level, creating an
electron accumulation layer 共Fig. 2兲. From the band diagram
of Fig. 2, the critical voltage for the real-space transfer VRST,
can be found as
VRST = OX − ⌬EC1 +

冋

册

dox B
共⌬Ec2 − 0.25兲 + Q ,
ox dB

共2兲

where OX ⬇ 4.4 V is the barrier height at the metal-SiO2
interface, ⌬EC1 ⬇ 2.1 V and ⌬EC2 ⬇ 0.7 V are the conduction
band offsets at the SiO2 / AlGaN and AlGaN / GaN interfaces,
correspondingly, and Q is the uncompensated charge sheet
density at the SiO2 – AlGaN interface. The value of ⌬EC2 in
Eq. 共2兲 is reduced by 0.25 V to account for the difference
between the Fermi level position and the bottom of the quantum well. With the parameters of MOSH structure used in
our experiments, Eq. 共2兲 gives the estimate of the critical
voltage, VRST = 4.8 V. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the experimental C-V characteristics show an increase of capacitance
at the bias exceeding the onset of the real-space transfer
VG ⬇ 4.5 V, quite close to the value of VRST found from the
 0 B
dOX B −1
band
diagram. From the C-V characteristics of Fig. 1, one
1+
,
CMOSH =
can easily see that maximum capacitance measured at VG
dB
dB OX
⬎ VRST, closely corresponds to that of plain capacitor with
where B, OX, dB, and dOX are the dielectric permittivity and
electrode separation equal to the dielectric thickness dOX:
thickness of barrier 共AlGaN兲 and oxide 共SiO2兲 layers, reCRST = 0OX / dOX, where we defined CRST as the capacitance
spectively. As the gate bias goes more positive, the 2D elecin the real-space electron transfer region. Electron sheet dentrons start spilling over the AlGaN barrier layer. In the
sity under the gate was extracted from the C-V characterisSchottky-based structures, the electron spillover immediately
Vg
tics using the expression ns = 共1 / q兲兰−⬁
CdVg. This concentragives rise to gate leakage currents,8 however, in the MOSH
tion as a function of applied bias is plotted in Fig. 1 for the
structure the gate currents are blocked by the insulating layer
MOSHFET and HFET under study. We can see that above
dielectric. The electron accumulation at the dielectricthe threshold the electron concentration increases linearly
with the gate bias. For the HFET maximum sheet density
⬇0.8⫻ 1012 cm−2 is reached at VG ⬇ 1 V, the forward bias
resulting in sharp increase of the current through the
Schottky electrode. For the MOSHFET, the dependence
nS共VG兲 remains nearly linear in the entire range of applied
voltages, up to VG = + 10 V. At the gate bias exceeding the
onset of the real-space transfer, nS increases superlinearly
with VG 共see Fig. 1兲. The value ⌬ns ⬵ CRST ⫻ 共VG − VRST兲 / q
indicates the surface density of electrons accumulated at the
dielectric-semiconductor interface.
To determine the 2D electron gas characteristics at high
positive gate bias, we have extracted the mobilityconcentration dependencies using the gate bias dependencies
FIG. 2.
Schematic structure
共the inset兲
andarticle.
the band
diagram
of the
MOSH
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FIG. 3. Mobility-concentration dependence for the MOSH structure at high
positive bias.

channel resistance-gate bias dependence we have used Gated
TLM test patterns with different gate lengths. The extracted
mobility-concentration profile is shown in Fig. 3. As seen,
the real-space charge transfer almost does not change the
slope of mobility-concentration dependence, although the
mobility in the 2D gas layer is much higher than that of
quasi-three-dimensional electrons at the dielectric-AlGaN interface. From this extraction, we conclude that the 2D electron gas sheet density continues increasing with the gate bias
even beyond the onset of real-space transfer 共shown as the
dotted line in Fig. 1兲. Therefore, maximum achievable electron concentration in the MOSH structure significantly exceeds that under the Schottky gate.
As seen from the above consideration, the MOSH structure significantly expands the range of gate bias voltages
available for transistor operation thus increasing the device
linearity and output rf powers.8,14 The available input voltage
range for the MOSHFET, ⌬VGMAX can be estimated as
⌬VGMAX = VRST + 兩VTMOSH兩. The dependence of VRST and
VTMOSH on the dielectric thickness plotted using the Eqs. 共1兲
and 共2兲 is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, we also show the
experimental points for VRST and VTMOSH measured using
MOSHFETs with different dielectric thickness. Close correspondence to the calculated data is clearly seen.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effect of realspace electron transfer in the SiO2 / AlGaN / GaN MOSH
structures. This effect results in additional electron accumulation at the SiO2 / AlGaN interface at high positive bias. Due
to the absence of gate leakage currents, maximum 2D electron gas concentration in the MOSH structure used in our
study was about 1.8⫻ 1013 cm−2, nearly two times higher
than that of conventional HFET fabricated on the same wa-

FIG. 4. MOSHFET threshold voltage and the critical voltage for the realspace transfer as a function of dielectric thickness. Solid lines: calculated.
Symbols: measured on MOSHFETs with different dielectric thicknesses.
The points corresponding to dOX = 0 were measured on HFET devices from
the same wafer.

fer. The real space electron transfer in MOSH structures also
allows for a number of novel applications, such as highpower three-state switching capacitors, phase shifters, and
memory cells.
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